We present efficient algorithms for the ray shooting problem: Given a collection 17of obiects in IIRd, build a data structure, so that one can quic~-y determine the first object of 1?hit by a query ray. Using the parametric search technique, we reduce thk problem to the segment ernpt:-ness problem.
We present efficient algorithms for the ray shooting problem: Given a collection 17of obiects in IIRd, build a data structure, so that one can quic~-y determine the first object of 1?hit by a query ray. Using the parametric search technique, we reduce thk problem to the segment ernpt:-ness problem.
For various ray shooting problems, we achieve space/query time tradeoffs of the following type: for some integer b and a parameter m (n < m < nb) the queries are answered in time 0(--& logO(l) n), With . O(ml+' ) space and preprocessing time (e >0 is arbitrarily small but fixed). We get b = [d/2] for ray shooting in a convex d-poly-tope defined as an intersection of n half-spaces, b = d-fo; an arrangement of n hyperplanes in R d and b = 3 for an arrangement of n half-planes in R3. Next we apply the ray shooting algorithms to several problems including reporting k-nearest (or k-farthest) neighbors, hidden surface removal, computing convex layers, and computing levels in arrangements of planes. All the algorithms described here either give the first nontrivial solutions to these problems, or improve the previously best known solutions significantly. 
Introduction
Consider the following ray shooting problem: Given a collection I' of n objects in IRd, build a data structures, so that one can quickly determine the jirst object of r intersected by a query ray.
The ray shooting problem has received a lot of attention in the last few years because of its applications in graphics and other geometric problems [11, 20, 1, 5, 7] . But most of the work done so far has been for the planar case where 17is a collection of line segments in IR2. Chazelle and Guibas proposed an optimal algorithm for the special case where 17 is the boundary of a simple polygon [11] . Their algorithm answers a ray shooting query in O(log n) time using O(n) space. If I' is a collection of arbitrary segments in the plane, the best known algorithm answers a ray shooting query in time 0(~logO(l) n) using O(rnl+') space and preprocessing [1, 5] . Although no lower bound is known for this case, it is conjectured that this bound is close to optimal. But the problem is far from being solved in three and higher dimensions. For example, no efficient ray shooting algorithm haa been known for a convex d-polytope for d > 3. Even in IR3, non-trivial solutions have been obtained only very recently (cf. [5, 7] ).
In this paper, we present ray shooting algorithms for several cases in higher dimensions (d z 3), including a convex polytope, a collection of n hyperplanes in IRd, and a collection of n half-planes in R3. We will use a unified approach for all cases, which is, roughly speaking, a binary search along the query ray p. In order to make this approach work, we need to handle two problems: (i) Perform a binary search without computing all intersection points of p and the objects of I', and (ii) Given a point z c p, determine whether * Throughout this paper, e denotes an arbitrarily small positive constant.
The multiplicative constants in the asymptotic bounds may depend on e.
the first intersection point of r and p lies before or after x.
To handle the first problem we perform an implicit binary search using the parametric search technique of Megiddo [25] , and, to handle the second problem, we use suitable range searching structures for detecting an intersection between p and the objects of I'.
Our approach can be easily extended to report the first k objects hit by the query ray.
The range searching algorithms, we have at disposal, usually admit time/space tradeoffs: the more space (and preprocessing time) we use, the faster the queries can be answered. Such a tradeoff then transfers to the ray shooting results. A usual form of this tradeoff is the following:
There are two fixed integers b, c (specific to the considered problem), such that with O(rnl+S) space and preprocessing time, where n < m < nb, a query can be answered in time 0(~log' n). Note that since we require m~n, the smallest amount of space we consider in this tradeoff is O(n l+C). Hence the loge n factor plays a role only when m is close to nb; actually it expresses the query complexity for the maximum permissible amount of space. For the sake of brevity, we just say that such a problem admits a d andard tradeofl with certain value of b. It is understood that c is always a (reasonably small) constant.
We first describe the general ray shooting algorithm (Section 2), and then apply this technique to obtain fast procedures for the following specific inst antes (Section 3): H yperplanes in Rd. Previously, efficient solutions were known only for d <3 [5] . Moreover, they did not support insertion/deletion of planes for d = 3. We obtain a data structure with query time 0(* log4 n).
Convex d-polytope.
We assume that the polytopes is defined as the intersection of n half-spaces.
For d = 2 a straight-forward binary search can answer a ray shooting query in O(log n) time, and for d = 3 one can use Dobkin-Kirkpatrick hierarchical representation of a 3-polytope to obtain an optimal algorithm [17] . But for d > 3, Dobkin-Kirkpatrick hierarchical representation does not work, and no efficient algorithm is known for ray shooting in higher dimensions.
Even in 1113no efficient ray shooting algorithm is known if the polytope P changes dynamically. We present a data structure with query time 0( "m*jlog5 n).
Half-planes in R3, The previously best known result answered a query in time 0( "~~~fi= ) using O(ml+' ) space and preprocessing [5] . We present a data structure with query time O(* log3 n). It will be convenient to formulate the ray shooting problem in a reasonably general setting. Let~be a class of (topologically closed) geometric objects in Rd (in the examples we consider, these will be hyperplanes or parts of them), and let r be some set of n objects of G. Further let 7? be a set of admissible rays. Let o(p) denote the origin point of a ray p. The points of every ray will be ordered increasingly along the ray starting from its origin, i.e, for P, 9 E P we say P < q if o(p) is closer to p than to q. For a ray p c 77, and g E r, let~(g, p) denote the first point of g hit by p if it exists, otherwisẽ (9, p) = +CO. We set~(r, P) = rninf~r P(9, P). we want to build a data structure that, given a ray p G 7?, computes @', p) quickly, together with a g E 17such that p(g, p) = @, p), Abusing the notation slightly, we shall use p(l?, p) to denote the first intersection point as well as the object that contains the intersection point.
Let Seg('R) denote the set of all initial segments of the rays of 7?,, i.e.,
Suppose that we have an efficient algorithm that, given a segment ox E Seg(7?), decides whether it intersects some objects g c I'. We refer to this procedure as the segment emptiness algorithm.
We also assume that the algorithm can detect the case when an initial segment oz intersects I' only at z and that it can identify the intersected object in this case.
Observe that, given a point x on a ray p E 7?, we can use the segment emptiness algorithm to decide the relative order of z and @7, p): if the segment o(p)x intersects I' only at x then z = p(17, p), if o% is empty then x < p(I', p), and otherwise x > @', p).
As it is often the case in similar situations, the parametric search technique due to Megiddo [25] can be used to turn this "verification" algorithm into a "searching)' algorithm. Let us outline this technique applied to our specific problem.
Let A be a segment emptiness algorithm. Let v be the unit direction vector of p and let {t(t) = o(p)+ tv; t E R+} be a parametric representation of p. Let t* denote the (yet unknown) value of the parameter t such that z(t")= p(I', p). The first idea of the parametric search technique is to run the algorithm A to decide the emptiness of the segment o(p)x(t" ), and to run it "generically", without specifying the value oft*. The computation of the algorithm A will sooner or later need some information about t*.As observed earlier, we can gain some information about t*: we can compare it with some given t, by running the segment emptiness algorithm on the segment o(p)x(t) (For a reason which becomes apparent later, we shall think of this algorithm as another "template" of A and call it 1?).
Specifically, assume that the flow of execution of A depends on comparisons, each of which involves testing the sign of a low-degree polynomial in t* whose coefficients may depend of p, on the objects of 17but not on t*. We maintain an interval I, which is either a singleton or an open interval that contains t*.
Each time a comparison is to be made, the few roots of the associated polynomial are computed, and we run the algorithm B "off line" at each of them. If one of the roots is t* itself, we can stop, otherwise we determine the location oft* among these roots, and thus also the sign of the polynomial at t. If t* @ 1, we can conclude that t* does not exist, and we stop.
If we know the two consecutive roots fli, fli+l such that t* E (/l?i,~i+l)j we can compute the sign of the polynomial at t*,i.e., the outcome of the comparison at t*.We now set I to I n (pi, @i+l ) and resume the execution of the generic algorithm A. As we proceed through this execution, each comparison that we resolve further constrains the range where t* can lie, and we thus obtain a sequence of progressively smaller intervals, each known to contain t*,until we either reach the end of A or hit t* at one of the comparisons at A. Since the outcome of A changes at t*,
A has to make some comparison whose polynomial vanishes at t* (see [4] for a proof), which will cause the computation to stop at the desired value t".
The most expensive steps in this computation are calls to the subroutine B for resolving comparisons. can further reduce the running time in certain cases by another logarithmic factor (this, however, depends on the specific algorithm AP ).
Let us summarize our discussion in a (rather long) theorem: Theorem 2.1 Let 17 be a set of objects and 7? a collection of rays. Suppose that we have a data structure X supporting segment emptiness queries with respect to r for the segments of Seg(%?,). Let AP be a parallel algorithm for answering a segment emptiness query, which uses p processors and runs in TA parallel steps, and such that for a query segment ox, the computation of AP uses the information about x only in deciding the signs of certain jized-degree polynomials in the coordinates of x. Let B be another version of segment emptiness algorithm, which can report an object g E r intersecting the endpoint of the query segment provided that the segment is otherwise empty, and let TB be the running time of B. Then the ray shooting problem for rays in 7? can be solved using the same data structure E, in time O(pTA + TBTA logp).
•I This approach can obviously be extended to find the first k objects of I' intersected by the query ray.
In this case, the generic algorithm AP should decide whether the query segment o(p)z(t" ) intersects exactly k objects of r, and algorithm B decides whether the query segment intersects less than, or equal to, or more than k objects of r. After having computed the value of t*,the answer (the first k objects hit by p)
can be computed by a segment range reporting algo- In view of Theorem 2.1, it suffices to describe an efficient procedure for the segment emptiness problem.
The dual of a hyperplane (resp. segment) in Rd is a point (resp. double-wedge),2 and a segment e intersects a hyperplane h if and only if the double-wedge e* contains the point h*. Therefore, the segment emptiness problem for Ii is the same as detecting whether a query double wedge contains any point of H*. This problem is a special case of the simplex range searching problem, where one wants to report or count the points contained in a query simplex.
Chazelle et al. [13] have shown that using O(rnl+'), (n < m < nd) space and preprocessing, one can answer a double wedge range query in time O(* log2 n). With a knowledge of this data structure, it is straight-forward to check that the algorithm can be run in O(log n) parallel steps using 0(* log n) processors. Also, it is shown in ZT~O@OUt this paper, will denote by T* the dutd ofõ bject V, and by J?" the set {T*;~c r}. [5, 21] Remark 3.2: The above theorem can be extended to report in time O(* log4 n + k) the first Is hyperplanes intersected by the query ray.
3.2
Ray shooting in a convex polytope
Next, we consider the ray shooting problem for a convex polytope P in I%d. We assume that P is described as the intersection of n half-spaces in Rd. Let H denote the set of hyperplanes bounding these halfspaces.
We first describe the algorithm for the special case when o, the origin poin~of the ray, lies inside P. This is simpler and sufficient in many applications. After a suitable projective transformation, we can assume that P is the region lying above all hyperplanes of H (this is just for the sake of explanation, we can actually avoid performing any transformation by modifying the algorithm suitably). By Theorem 2.1, we are interested in a data structure that, for a query segment ox, detects whether ox intersects the boundary of P, which by our assumption is equivalent to whether there is a hyperplane of H lying above z. In the dual setting, this means that the half-space lying above the hyperplane x* contains at least one point of H*. We thus want to preprocess H* for half-space emptiness queries, i.e., we need a data structure deciding whether there is a point of H* in a query halfspace. In [22] it is shown that the half-space emptiness queries can be answered in time 0( -r log n)
using O(ml+C ) space and preprocessing (the algorithm includes the data structure due to Clarkson [14] for the "large space" case). A parallel implementation with O(log n) time and number of processors bounded by the sequential running time is quite straight-forward.
Furthermore, the algorithm can also detect the case when the interior of the query half-space is empty but its boundary contains a point (see original papers [14, 22] Note that this does not quite fall into our general framework (at least not if we take the set of hyperplanes for I'), so we must exhibit a specific (although very similar) solution using parametric search. It suffices to find a point Z* = z(t* ) of the query ray inside P if it exists (then the previous ray shooting result can be applied); in our setting this means a point Z* of the ray lying above all hyperplanes of H. For this problem, the generic algorithm A will check whether z(t)c P. The oracle B should decide on which side of a point z = z(t)the potential intersection of the query ray with P lies. We let B be the algorithm dual to the one from Corollary 3.4, i.e. it checks whether z c P (if yes the computation may finish), and if not, it exhibits a hyperplane h 6 H lying above z. The crucial observation is that at lesst one of the two portions of the query ray determined by z(t) also lies below h, and therefore p n P is bound to lie in the other portion (provided it exists at all). As a result the algorithm B can still resolve comparisons. Clearly, if p intersects 7, a point in p n P will be found. On the other hand, if p doea not intersect P, the answers given by B will become inconsistent (i.e., the interval for t* becomes empty). By Corollary 3.4 and Theorem 2.1, a ray shooting query can be answered in time O(~,,~,,,J log5 n).
In [3], we presented a dynamic data structure of size O(rnl+E ) for the half-space range searching, which could insert or delete a point in O(m/nl-e) amortized time. The query time of this structure is the same as that of the static structures.
Hence, we can conclude Theorem 3.5 Given a convex polytope in lRd described as the intersection of n half-spaces, and a parameter m (n < m < nid/2J ,), one can preprocess it in time O(nal+') into a data structure of size O(ml+e)j so that the first point of the polytope boundary hit by a query ray can be determined in O(b log5 n)
time. The data structure can be maintained dynamically in amortized time O(ml+E /n) per insertjdelete operation.
Ray shooting among half-planes
In this subsection we consider the case when I' is a set of half-planes in R 3. Although it is already known that a ray shooting query among planes in R3 can be answered in roughly n/m1i3 time, this procedure does not extend to half-planes. The query time of the best known algorithm is close to n16i15/m4J15, which is the same ss the query time for ray shooting among triangles in R3 [5] . Here we improve the query time to O(* log4 n); as usual, we will describe an efficient procedure for the segment emptiness problem.
We use a "multi-level" partition trees tailored to this specific application (cf. [5, 13] ).
Let H denote the set of planes supporting the halfplanes of I'. We construct a partition tree T on the point set H". Each node v of T is associated with a subset of points in II*.
Let I'v be the set of halfplanes corresponding to the points associated with v, and let Lo be the set of lines bounding the halfplanes of 17v. We orient each line 4 of L. so that the half-plane bounded by -t lies to its right (i.e., in the clockwise direction). LV is thus a set of oriented lines.
At each node v we construct a secondary data structure. for deciding whether a query line t (in our application, the line carrying the query segment) has positive (or negative) orientation with respect to all lines of LV. Chazelle et al. [10] give a data structure for this problem with space and preprocessing 5 time O(n2+e) and with O(log n) query time. They actually reduce the problem to answering a half-space emptiness query in 5 dimensions 3. Combining their reduction with the already mentioned results of [22] for the half-space emptiness problem, we get a data structure for the segment emptiness problem (with respect to half-planes in 3-D) that admits a standard tradeoff with b =2; see [2] .
When answering a segment emptiness query for a segment e = pq with this two-level data structure, we first query the first level structure with the double wedge e* dual to e. It gives the set of half-planes, whose supporting planes intersect e, as a pairwise dis- gives a standard tradeoff with b = 3 for the segment emptiness problem.
We thus obtain Theorem 3.6 Given a set I' of n half-planes in lR3 and a parameter m, n < m < n3, we can preprocess I', in time O(ml+E ), into a data structure of size O(ml+e ), so that a ray shooting query can be the Plucker points of all lines in L., see [31, 10] . The problem thus reduces to determining whether the half-space lying above (resp. below) w(l) is empty, which can be done using the data structure of ClarkSon [14] .
'22 We now turn our attention to the neighbor searching problems:
Given a set S of n points in lRd, store S into a data structure so that, for a query point ( and an integer k~n, one can quickly compute k-nearest (or k-farthest) neighbors of~in S.
'e maP 'ach Point P = (Pl ,P2, . . . Since the upper envelope of~(S) is a convex polytope defined as the intersection of n half-spaces and the origin point of p lies in t(S), we can use Lemma 3.3. A farthest neighbor query can also be answered using the same approach.
Hence, we obtain Theorem 4.1 Given a set S of n points in IRd and a parameter n~m < n(di21, one can preprocess S, in time O(ml+& ), into a data structure of size O(mlte) so that, for a query point f, one can compute ii% closest or farthest neighbor in S in time 0(m1,~4,,T log3 n). Moreover, the data structure can be maintained dynamically in amortized time O(ml~c /n) per insertidelete operation.
We can extend this algorithm to report k nearest or farthest neighbors of a query point. We will restrict ourselves to nearest neighbors; the farthest neighbors can be handled analogously. The k nearest neighborg of $ are the same as the first k hYperplanes of S(S) intersected by the vertical ray p emanating from (fl, &, . . . , cd, +oo). Therefore, by Remark 3.2, one can find k nearest neighbors of< in time O(.* log4 n + k). But we can do better when k M not very large.
By our reductions, it suffices to have an algorithm deciding whether a query point lies below at most k hyperplanes, and also a suitable reporting algorithm. A result of [22] in a dual setting shows that, in Rd, all s hyperplanes lying above a query point can be reported in time 0( A log n + s) using O(ml+c ) space and preprocessing. Such a reporting algorithm can be turned into an algorithm that checks in time 0( --~f log n + k) whether there are at most k hyperplanes above a query point; see [2] . A parallel implementation of the reporting algorithm with O(log n) parallel steps is again straightforward.
Hence we obtain 
Hidden Surface Removal
Consider the following problem: "Given a set T of n triangles in Ilk3 and a view point p at z = +co, we want to compute the visibility map M(T) of T, i.e., the subdivision of the viewing plane z = +co such that the same triangle of T is visible from all points of a face." Note that if we are given an arbitrary view point p, we can apply an appropriate transformation so that p maps to z = +oo.
De Berg et al. [7] have shown that the hidden surface removal problem can be reduced to shooting O(k) rays (k is the size of the visibility map) among a collection of n curtains; a curtain is an unbounded vertical triangle with two of its edges being vertical rays extending to -co. In this section we will present a faster solution for the ray shooting among a family of curtains, which in turn will improve the time complexity of their hidden surface removal algorithm.
Let I' be a collection of curtains in R3. As usual, it suffices to describe a data structure for the seg- That is, compute the planes of H appearing in the upper and lower envelopes of H, delete these planes from H, and repeat the above two steps until H becomes empty.
We will describe how to compute the upper envelope; the lower envelope can be computed analogously. For each plane h c H, we pick up the halfspace lying above h, and preprocess the intersection of the resulting half-spaces for efficient ray shooting using Theorem 3.5. We will compute the l-skeleton of the upper envelope (i.e., the graph formed by the vertices and the edges of the upper envelope) by traversing its edges in the depth-first manner.
Suppose we are at a vertex v of the upper envelope. We want to determine the other endpoints of the edges incident to v. We shoot a ray p from v along each edge e incident to v; p can be computed in O (1) 
Proofi
We basically follow the same approach as in the previous section for computing the convex layers. That is, we traverse the l-skeleton of Ih by following its edges in a depth first manner. Assuming that the planes of H are in general position, every vertex of
is the intersection point of three planes. At every vertex of the k-level, there are three edges of the level. Hence, having arrived at a vertex v through one of its edges, it suffices to determine the other endpoints of the remaining two edges and recursively search from these vertices on, provided that they have not been visited earlier.
For a vertex v = hl rl hz n haof the level, let HJ(v) (resp. Hu(v)) denote the set of planes of H lying strictly below (resp. above) v (thus, by our general position assumptions, each plane of H except for hl, hz and h3 appears in Hi(v) or H.(v)).
Throughout the depth-first search algorithm, we will maintain the following invariant:
Whenever we visit a vertex v, we have at our disposal a data structure Al(v) for answering ray shooting queries inside the upper envelope of H1 (v), and a similar data structure Au(v) for the lower envelope of Hti(v).
Suppose that we have arrived at a vertex v = hl nhzn h3 along one of its edges, el,z c hl n h2. We query both Al(v) and AU(v) with a ray p1,3 originating at v and going inside hl n h3 in an appropriate direction.
This gives us the first plane hj hit by the ray p1,3 (if no such plane exists, pl,3 determines an unbounded edge of the l-skeleton).
We then check whether the vertex v' = hl n hj n h3has already been visited. If the answer is 'no', we recursively search at v'. After returning to the vertex v, we perform a similar action with the ray p2,3 originating in v and going within h2 n h3. After returning to v again, we go back to the .
vertex from which we originally came to v.
It remains to show how to maintain the invariant (the ray shooting data structures). This is quite simple: any two vertices v and VI joined by an edge share two of the triple of defining planes. Thus, when passingfrom a vertex v = hlnhznhs to v' = h{nhznhs, we delete h; from either At(v) (if h{ is below v) or AU(V) (if hj is above v), and we insert hl to the appropriate one of Al(v), AU(V), obtaining Al(v') and AU (v'). Hence, for the depth-first search we need to perform at most 4 ray shooting queries and at most 4 insert/delete operations at each vertex of the 1-skeleton.
Again, we can find in O(n log n) time the first vertex on~k from which we initiate the depth-first search. Hence the tot al running time of the algorithm is O((n + b)nc), which proves part (i) of Theorem 7.1.
The above algorithm can be extended to higher dimensions.
In particular, the k-level in an arrangement of n hyperplanes in Rd can be computed in ( ) time O nl+c + bnl -b+'
. In fact, if the value of b is large, one can improve the running time to @~+Eb~+ nl+~) using a different data structure, see [3] .
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